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NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF 'MAKING OFF WITHOUT PAYMENT' FROM PETROL STATIONS 

  

 

Police Force: West Midlands Police 

          
 

 
YEAR   

Apr 11-
Mar 12 

Apr 12-
Mar 13 

Apr 13-
Mar 14 

Apr 14-Mar 
15** 

 

 

Number of incidents of making off from petrol stations 
(sometimes referred to as Drive-offs or Bilkings) that 
were REPORTED to POLICE 

   -  -  -  - 

 

 

Number of those reported incidents that were 
RECORDED as CRIMES 

   4852 3670 4052 4728 

 

 

Number of incidents of making off from petrol stations 
by DETECTION or OUTCOME 

Charge/ summons/TIC  428 218 322 366 

 

 
  

Caution/conditional 
caution 

 11 4 10 4 

 

 
  

Local Resolution  117 159 89 60 

 

 
  

No further action  0 0 0   

 

 

Details and copies of Force or local screening policy 
that is used in the decision making process to 
determine whether an incident is crimed. 

Where a victim or their representative reports making off without payment from a 
garage forecourt, the incident will be recorded in accordance with the basic principles 
of NCRS.  Recording should not be delayed to allow the matter to be fully 
investigated nor should it be treated as a purely civil matter.   The fact that making off 
occurred will usually be sufficient to require the recording of a crime unless there is 
credible evidence to show the act was an innocent mistake.  Where the suspect 
returns and pays prior to any police interaction this is sufficient Additional Verifiable 
Information (AVI) to support a no criming and no further information is required.  
However, the fact a person pays only because of police interaction will not 
necessarily and by itself constitute to AVI to determine that it was a mistake. 

 
 

 

 

Details and copies of Force or local screening policy 
that is used in the decision making process to 
determine whether a crime is investigated or ‘screened 
out’. 

 
 
 
 
 

Where a crime is reported we are duty bound to record the crime, unless the incident 
does not amount to a crime in law (which the police will determine) and if it is not a 
crime then we have to record a crime related incident (i.e. a log)  
 
West Midlands Police employs a solvability matrix to assess whether there are 
genuine lines of investigative enquiry.  If not then the crime would be filed but only 
after an evidential review using the 2 page solvability matrix. 
 
In every crime reported to West Midlands Police a solvability matrix is completed.  
 
With all serious crime, the crimes system overrides the matrix, and automatically 
allocates it to the department who will investigate the matter.  
With lower level crime the matrix will come into play and the two pages of questions 
are answered. If the answers are all in the negative and there are no further lines of 
enquiry the crime will be filed at source. The crime system will not automatically file 
the report until confirmation that the victim has been informed that it will be filed. 
Once the crime in putter has confirmed the victim has been informed the system 
automatically file’s it as undetected. 

 

 

        Regarding the above, the table is completed with the following caveats: 

- Data shows offence of ‘Make off without payment (Bilking)’ with primary location ‘petrol station’. 
- We cannot link an initial report to the offence it is subsequently crimed as.  An initial report of ‘Make off Without Payment’ would have an 

initial classification of ‘CRIME’. 
- As always, detections were replaced with outcomes in April 2014.  **Full breakdown below. 
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Outcome 2014/15 Total 

Outcome 18 - Investigation complete: No suspect identified 4175 

Outcome 1 - Charge or Summons 356 

Outcome 8 - Community Resolution 60 

Outcome 15 - Named suspect identified: Victim supports police action but evidential difficulties prevent further action 59 

Outcome 14 - Evidential difficulties victim based - named suspect not identified 29 

Outcome 16 - Named suspect identified: Evidential difficulties prevent further action (no victim support) 18 

Outcome 4 - Take into consideration (TIC) 10 

Outcome 3 - Caution - Adult (inc Conditional Caution) 4 

Outcome 10 - Police decision - Formal action against the offender is not in the public interest 2 

Outcome 9 - Prosecution not in the public interest (CPS) (All offences) 1 

Outcome 12 - Prosecution prevented - suspect is too ill (physically or mentally) to prosecute 1 

Outcome 17 - Prosecution time limit expired: Suspect identified 1 

 


